The phase relaxation model is a di use interface model with small parameter " which consists of a parabolic PDE for temperature and an ODE with double obstacles for phase variable . To decouple the system a semi-explicit Euler method with variable step-size is used for time discretization, which requires the stability constraint ". Conforming piecewise linear nite elements over highly graded simplicial meshes with parameter h are further employed for space discretization. A posteriori error estimates are derived for both unknowns and , which exhibit the correct asymptotic order in terms of ", h and . This result circumvents the use of duality, which does not even apply in this context. Several numerical experiments illustrate the reliability of the estimators and document the excellent performance of the ensuing adaptive method.
INTRODUCTION
Let R d (d = 1; 2; 3) be a bounded convex polyhedral domain, ? = @ , and Q T = (0; T) for some 0 < T < +1. Given a small parameter ", we consider the phase relaxation model of Visintin 18] , 19] @ t + @ t ? = f in Q T ; (1.1) "@ t + ( ) 3 in Q T ; (1.2) subject to the parabolic boundary conditions = 0 on ? (0; T); (1.3) ( ; 0) = 0 ( ); ( ; 0) = 0 ( ) in : (1.4) Here stands for the temperature of a substance that occupies the domain and undergoes solidi cation, is the phase variable (or order parameter), u = + is the enthalpy, and is the inverse of the sign function, namely, the following maximal monotone graph . This model allows for to exhibit values above the melting temperature in the solid phase (super-heating) and below in the liquid phase (under-cooling). This simple model however does not exhibit surface tension e ects. This paper introduces, analyzes and tests an adaptive nite element method for (1.1)-(1.4) based on a posteriori error control. The issue at stake is the strong nonlinearity hidden in that prevents duality techniques to apply in the present context. Duality hinges on linearization, and has been systematically used to derive a posteriori error estimates for parabolic problems, both linear 5], 7] and mildly nonlinear 6]. It has even been employed for the simplest model of liquid-solid phase change, namely the Stefan problem 15]. The analysis of 15], which is strikingly di erent from those of 5], 6], 7] already hints at the limitations of duality in dealing with strong nonlinearities. The new di culty posed by the above model is the lack of Lipschitz regularity of . This is an essential feature that cannot be overcome by regularization, since in that case must be updated in the entire instead of a narrow transition region; this is indeed a major advantage of the double obstacle formulation. Moreover, the regularization error should be accounted for a posteriori, which is problematic.
A new technique has been recently introduced in 13], 14] for implicit time stepping of nonlinear evolution equations for subdi erential operators which are not necessarily smooth. This is the case of our system, since = @ is the subdi erential of the proper, lower semi-continuous, and convex functional : R ! R f+1g for time discretization, combined with conforming P 1 nite elements for space discretization, which are discussed in x3.1 and x3.2 respectively. We establish a posteriori error estimators for both the semi-discrete scheme in x4.2 and the fully discrete scheme in x4.3, and state that the former are optimal with respect to both rate of convergence and regularity requirements in x4.2. Full proofs are given in xx5 and 6. We also present several numerical experiments in x7 that document the e ciency and robustness of the ensuing adaptive method, which handles topological changes automatically. In contrast to 11], which uses a priori information for mesh design, the present paper is entirely based on a posteriori error estimation. Instrumental to this goal is an interpolation operator which extends a node-wise relation stemming from the discretization of (1.2) to the whole domain, but does not cause additional error contributions in the discrete coincidence region; similar ideas were previously used in 11]. The importance of this property is evident in practical applications of error control since unnecessary mesh re nement should always be avoided in the discrete coincidence region.
A new positivity preserving interpolation operator has been recently introduced in 1] for a posteriori error estimation of elliptic obstacle problems. This operator, in conjunction with ideas in this paper, constitutes the basis for mesh design and analysis of adaptive methods for di use interface models 2]. In view of (H1-4) the following a priori estimates are valid uniformly in ":
DISCRETIZATION
In this section we discuss the time discretization, which decouples the variables and , as well as the space discretization by nite elements.
Time Discretization
We now introduce the semi-explicit scheme of Verdi and Visintin for solving where U n = n + X n . We notice that (3.1) is merely an algebraic correction for X n in terms of n?1 and X n?1 , which decouples from the linear elliptic PDE Here Z n 2 (X n ) may be viewed as a Lagrange multiplier associated to the unilateral constraint jX n j 1.
In contrast to (3.1), the implicit time discretization " D X n ? X n?1 n ; X n ? ' E h n ; X n ? 'i 8' 2 K; (3.4) does not su er from any stability constraint but leads to a coupled system. Both methods are studied in 10] for constant step-size. In x4.2 we state a posteriori error estimates for (3.1)-(3.4) along with their optimal asymptotic rate, and prove them in x5. In addition to providing computable error estimators, these results simplify and extend the error analysis of 10] to variable step-sizes.
Space Discretization
We now combine the semi-explicit method of xx3.1 with conforming piecewise linear nite elements in space.
We denote by M n a uniformly regular partition of into simplexes 3]. We use re ning/coarsening procedures based on bisection, which lead to compatible consecutive meshes; this is a major di erence with the method proposed in 11].
Given a triangle S 2 M n , h S stands for its diameter and S for its sphericity and they satisfy h S 2 S = sin( S =2), where S is the minimum angle of S. Shape regularity of the family of triangulations is equivalent to S > 0, with independent of n. We denote by B n the collection of interior inter-element boundaries or sides e of M n in ; h e stands for the size of e 2 B n .
Let V n indicate the usual space of piecewise linear nite elements over M n and V n 0 = V n \ V. Let fx n j g K n j=1 denote the nodes of M n . Let I n : C( ) ! V n be the usual Lagrange interpolation operator, namely (I n ')(x n j ) = '(x n j ) for all 1 j K n . Finally, let the discrete inner products h ; i n be de ned by h'; i n = 
Let 0 := I 0 0 and X 0 := I 0 0 , which makes sense in view of (H1) and (H2). Then the fully discrete nite element approximation reads as follows:
Given n?1 2 V n?1 0 ; X n?1 2 V n?1 and Z n?1 2 V n?1 , then M n?1 and n?1 are modi ed as described below to give rise to M n and n and thereafter n 2 V n 0 ; X n 2 V n and Z n 2 V n computed according to the following prescription " D X n ? I n X n?1 n ; ' E n + hZ n ; 'i n = hI n n?1 ; 'i n 8 ' 2 V n ; (3.6) D U n ? I n U n?1 n ; ' E n + hr n ; r'i = hI n f n ; 'i n 8 ' 2 V n 0 ;
with U n := n + X n and Z n (x n j ) 2 (X n (x n j )) for 1 j K n .
We note that (3.6) is a simple and inexpensive node-wise algebraic correction which computes X n and Z n in terms of n?1 and X n?1 . In fact, (3.6) can be rewritten explicitly as " n (X n (x n j ) ? X n?1 (x n j )) + Z n (x n j ) ? n?1 (x n j ) = 0 8 1 j K n ; (3.8) or equivalently as X n (x n j ) = (I ? ) n " I n n?1 + I n X n?1 (x n j ) 8 1 j K n ; (3.9) where (s) = min(s + 1; 0) + max(s ? 1; 0) and I is the identity. Once X n is computed, then Z n can be obtained node-wise from (3.6). On the other hand, (3.7) can be rewritten equivalently as h n ; 'i n + n hr n ; r'i = hI n n?1 ? X n + I n X n?1 + n I n f n ; 'i n 8 ' 2 V n 0 : (3.10) This is a linear positive de nite symmetric system in the unknown n , which can be solved e ciently by the conjugate gradient method with BPX preconditioner for instance. It is crucial to extend the node-wise relation (3.8) to the entire domain while preserving monotonicity properties. The key issue is to capture the di erent behavior of n and X n within the transition regions T n and outside, where T n = fx 2 : jX n (x)j < 1g:
Since X n 2 K n is piecewise linear, the closure of T n is a union of simplices. We thus introduce the operator P n : V n ! L 1 ( ) de ned element-wise as follows: for any ' 2 V n and S 2 M n with vertices fx n j(i) g d+1 i=1 and barycentric coordinates f i g d+1 i=1 , de ne
'(x n j(i) ) i otherwise; (3.12) where i is the characteristic function of the polyhedral set S i := fx 2 S : i (x) l (x); l 6 = ig: It is now easy to see that P n Z n 2 (P n X n ) a.e. in and that (3.8) is equivalent to the global relation " P n X n ? P n (I n X n?1 ) n + P n Z n ? P n (I n n?1 ) = 0 a.e. in : (3.13) Moreover, there exists a constant C, depending only on the minimum angle of
(3.14)
(3.15)
Residuals
We de ne the interior residual R n := U n ? I n U n?1 n ? I n f n 2 V n ;
along with the jump residual across e 2 B n r n ] ] := (r n jS1 ? r n jS2 ) e ; using the convention that the unit normal vector e to e points from S 2 to S 1 .
We observe that integration by parts yields hr n ; rvi = ?
Moreover, if A is a union of elements in M n and B n (A) is the set of edges interior to A, and k 2 R, we set
1=2 : (3.18) 
A POSTERIORI ERROR ESTIMATES
In this section we state the a posteriori error estimates for the schemes of xx3.1 and 3.2. Proofs are given in xx5 and 6.
Error Representation Formula
We start with a representation of the error for any approximation of f ; ; ug f n ; X n ; U n g 2 V K W at time t = t n . The ensuing formula will play a fundamental role later.
We denote by`(t) the piecewise linear functioǹ 
We introduce the error function We conclude that evaluating the various terms in (4.6) in suitable Sobolev norms would yield a computable error estimate solely in terms of discrete quantities and data. The fourth term on the right-hand side of (4.6) vanishes provided U = + X, which is not assumed in this derivation.
Time Discretization
We rst state a posteriori error estimates for the scheme of x3.1, and then their optimal rate of convergence. Proofs are given in x5. hhF(U n ;X n ) ? F(U n?1 ; X n?1 ); (U n ; X n ) ? (U n?1 ; X n?1 )ii = k n ? n?1 k 2 L 2 ( ) + h (X n ) ? (X n?1 ); X n ? X n?1 i: We now stress that the rst two terms in (4.10) correspond to (4.9). In particular, the second term captures the essence of the variational inequality for phase variable. Since Z n = 0 within T n , and T n does not change too abruptly, such a term vanishes in most of the domain . The third term on the right-hand side of (4.10) is due to the explicit treatment of temperature in (3.1).
The quantity ( ; ) arises from the coercivity of the rst component of F in V , whereas the second component of F is not coercive and thus contributes nothing to the error. This is consistent with 13], 14]. Our next objective is to show that the a posteriori error estimators in Theorem 4.1 are optimal with respect to both order and regularity requirements. It is obvious that the last term at the right hand of (4.10) is of optimal order N X n=1 Z t n t n?1
provided f 2 H 1 (0; T; H ?1 ( )) and := max 1 n N n is the largest time-step.
It remains to estimate the rst two terms on the right hand of (4.10), which is possible under weaker assumptions than (H1)-(H4). There exists a constant C depending on C ; T and A in (H3), but independent of n and ", such that the following a priori estimates are valid provided the stability constraint n " is enforced for all 1 n N N X n=1 1 n k n ? n?1 k 2 L 2 ( ) + hZ n ? Z n?1 ; X n ? X n?1 i C:
The compatibility assumption (H3) is equivalent to requiring that (u 0 ; 0 ) belong to the domain of F uniformly in ". Such a regularity is also used in 13], 14] to prove optimal rates of convergence in an abstract setting.
Corollary 4.1 If (H3) and (4.12) hold, then there is a constant C depending on C ; T and A in (H3), but independent of n and ", such that
(4.14)
provided n " for all 1 n N. The rate of convergence becomes O( ) for (3.4).
Proof. To derive (4.14), it su ces to apply Theorem 4.2 together with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to estimate the last term in (4.10).
The rate of convergence (4.14) is optimal according to the semi-discrete traveling wave solution of 12]. Similar rates were derived in 9] but the present argument is simpler and also more intrinsic.
Space Discretization
We rst de ne the error functions e u := u ? U; e := ? PX, where P is the interpolation operator of (3.12). Our goal is to establish a fully discrete version of Theorem 4.1. We use the crucial estimate (4.6). Let n ; X n ; U n be the solutions of (3.1)-(3.2), and set n = n ; X n = X n ; U n = U n . Consequently, the fourth term on the right-hand side of (4.6) vanishes. From (3.2) we know that hf ? @ t U; G(u ? U)i ? hr ; rG(u ? U)i = hf ? f n ; G(u ? U)i:
Rewriting (3.3) as Z n = n?1 ? "@ t X we deduce for t n?1 < t t n that h ? "@ t X; ? Xi = h n ? n?1 ; ? Xi + hZ n ; ? Xi = h n ? n?1 ; ? Xi + hZ n ; ? X n i + hZ n ; X n ? Xi h n ? n?1 ; ? Xi + hZ n ; X n ? Xi;
where we have used the fact that Z n 2 (X n ) and j j 1 to conclude that hZ n ; ? X n i ( ) ? (X n ) = 0;
being the primitive of de ned in (1.6). Now inserting the above estimates into (4.6) for t 2 (t m?1 ; t m ] with 1 m N and noticing that n ? =`(t)( n ? n?1 ); X n ? X =`(t)(X n ? X n?1 );
as well as that hZ n?1 ; X n ? X n?1 i (X n ) ? (X n?1 ) = 0;
we nally obtain with t n = min(t n ; t ) into its left. This immediately gives the asserted error estimate for u and .
The remaining estimate for results from replacing on the right-hand side of (5.1) the one just obtained. This argument completes the proof of Theorem 4.1 for the semi-explicit method (3.1), as well as reveals that the third term on the right-hand side does not occur for the implicit method (3.4).
Proof of Theorem 4.2
We rst introduce the following notation of discrete derivatives U n := U n ? U n?1 n ; X n := X n ? X n?1 n :
We next rewrite (3.2) and (3.3) for n ? 1 in place of n with n 2 h U n?1 ; i + hr n?1 ; r i = hf n?1 ; i 8 2 V; (5.2) "h X n?1 ; 'i + hZ n?1 ; 'i = h n?2 ; 'i 8 ' 2 W: We observe that such de nitions do not enforce the constitutive relation U ?1 = ?1 + X ?1 , but instead the satisfaction of (5.2)- (5.3) for n = 1 along with the following estimates based on (H3) and (4.12)
We subtract (5.2) from (3.2), and use = G( U n ) 2 V to obtain Remark 5.1 Note that the stability constraint n " is only employed in (5.12), which is not present for the implicit method (3.4).
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3
Since we need to interpolate functions under minimal regularity assumptions, we resort to the Cl ement interpolation operator n : H 1 0 ( ) ! V n 0 , which satis es the following local approximation properties for all ' 2 H k (N(A)) and k = 1; 2 k' ? n 'k L 2 (S) + h S kr(' ? n ')k L 2 (S) C h k S k k H k (N(S)) ; (6.1) k' ? n 'k L 2 (e) C h k?1=2 e k k H k (N(e)) ; (6.2) where N(A) is the union of all elements of M n surrounding the sets A = S 2 M n or A = e 2 B n 4]. The constant C depends solely on the minimum angle of the mesh M n , which is also responsible for a universal bound on the number of elements belonging to N(S). This, in conjunction with (6.1) for k = 1, yields
In contrast to Theorem 4.1, we now invoke the representation formula (4.6) with n = n , X n = P n X n and U n = n + X n , which leads to U n ? ( n + X n ) = X n ? P n X n 6 = 0:
We next estimate the last two terms on the right-hand side of (4.6). Using (3.7),
we have for all t 2 (t n?1 ; t n ] hf ? @ t U; Ge u i ? hr ; rGe u i = ?1 n hU n?1 ? I n U n?1 ; Ge u i + hR n ; n Ge u ? Ge u i + hr n ; r( n Ge u ? Ge u )i + hR n ; n Ge u i n ? hR n ; n Ge u i + hf ? I n f n ; Ge u i:
Since P n Z n 2 (P n X n ), we see that hP n Z n ; ? PXi = hP n Z n ; ? P n X n i + hP n Z n ; P n X n ? PXi ( ) ? (P n Z n ) + hP n Z n ; P n X n ? PXi =`(t)hP n Z n ; P n X n ? P n?1 X n?1 i: Therefore, we easily obtain from (4.6) that for all t 2 (t n?1 ; t n ] h ? "@ t PX; e i `(t)hP n Z n ; P n X n ? P n?1 X n?1 i + h n ? P n (I n n?1 ); e i + " n hP n?1 X n?1 ? P n (I n X n?1 ); e i (6.5) Inserting these estimates into (4.6), we end up with the following concrete error Also, the regularity theory of second order elliptic operators such as G on non-
because is convex. Upon using the estimates (3.15), (6.1), and (6.7), we get Since P n Z n?1 2 (P n?1 X n?1 ), invoking the convexity of in (1.6) we realize that hP n?1 Z n?1 ; P n X n ? P n?1 X n?1 ) (P n X n ) ? (P n?1 X n?1 ) = 0;
n hP n Z n ? P n?1 Z n?1 ; P n X n ? P n?1 X n?1 idt 1 2 E 2 1 :
Since n ? P n (I n n?1 ) = ( n ? I n n?1 ) + (I n n?1 ? P n (I n n?1 )), and P n is the identity outside of the transition region T n , using (3.15) we can write k n ? P n (I n n?1 ) k L 2 ( ) k n ? I n n?1 k L 2 ( ) + k h n rI n n?1 k L 2 (T n ) ; and realize that substituting the above estimates for (I i ) 10 i=1 into (6.6) leads to the asserted estimate of Theorem 4.1.
SIMULATIONS
After a brief discussion of implementation issues, we present two examples which illustrate the performance and e ciency of our adaptive nite element method with error control. The integrals can be computed via the vertex quadrature rule, which gives rise to a diagonal M. Then the linear algebraic system for n becomes M n + K n = M( n?1 + X n?1 ? X n ); (7.2) or equivalently n + A n = n?1 + X n?1 ? X n ; (7.3) where A := (M) ?1 K is easy to compute. The matrix Id + A of the linear system is symmetric and positive de nite, thus the system can be solved by standard iterative solvers like SOR, (preconditioned) conjugate gradient or multigrid methods. Even though the phase variable X n is mostly constant, its update is performed everywhere to detect the spontaneous appearance of a phase change (nucleation), which would not be easy to track otherwise. Nevertheless, the simple algebraic calculation of X n is much cheaper than the solution (7.3).
We can now design an adaptive method to automatically generate meshes and time-steps for the total error err to be below a given tolerance tol. p #M n ; (7.4) where 0 + + h 1 are given parameters. Mesh modi cation is done by renement/coarsening via bisection. Elements violating (7.4) are re ned, whereas elements with small local error indicators relative to the local tolerance may be coarsened. Coarsening is the inverse operation to a previous local re nement. This approach tends to equidistribute errors over space and time, which is standard for parabolic problems; see 5].
Our adaptive method is able to detect the presence, and spontaneous appearance, of transition layers and re ne accordingly, and is insensitive to topological changes such as merging, extinction, and mush or singularity formation (see Example 7.3). The transition layer velocity need not be computed explicitly for mesh design, which is a major improvement with respect to 11]. p "jje jj L 1 (L 2 ( )) + jje jj L 2 (L 2 ( )) is depicted in Figure 4 . The almost constant time-steps are displayed in Figure 3 , which are consistent with a constant layer velocity V . The meshes are however highly re ned near the outer boundary of the transition layer T , where rX exhibits a jump discontinuity, as indicated by Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows isolines of X, again concentrated near the outer boundary of T , together with the rapid variation of X from 0 to 1 without oscillations. 
